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New 

 
Confessions of  Pod Person by Chuck McKenzie. A collection of SF and horror from 
Australia’s clown prince of the fantastic. McKenzie lets fly at anything that stand still 
long enough, and the results are very, very funny. ISBN 0975785214, RRP $18.95. 

A Tour Guide in Utopia by Lucy Sussex. A new collection of award-winning stories from 
one of Australia’s most celebrated writers of the fantastic. Epic, ethereal and earthy – 
stories of strong characters full of  human foibles; stories about inventive and 
challenging ideas – this is speculative fiction at its very best. ISBN 0975785206, RRP 
$24.95. 

Written in Blood by Chris Lawson. A collection of the best bio-medical hard SF fiction to 
come out of Australia. The Koran coded into DNA; the ghost of a boy inside a super-
computer; revenge by prion disease; what happens when the apocalypse fails? Stories 
from the moment our present becomes our future. Move over Greg Egan, you have a 
competitor. Also includes a range of the author’s non-fiction pieces. ISBN 095865839, 
RRP $18.95. 

Rynosseros by Terry Dowling. A classic of Australian Science Fiction. Come to 
Australia… Visit a future where terraforming, genetic engineering and formidable 
mental sciences are commonplace, a land of merging cultures and philosophies, of myth 
and dream made real, a land of absolute possibility… “Here is Jack Vance, Cordwainer 
Smith, and Tiptree/Sheldon come again, reborn in one wonderful talent…  you’ll purr 
and growl with delight.” (Harlan Ellison) ISBN 095865834X, RRP $24.95. 



The Wonder Years: The Ten Best Stories of a Decade Past selected by Peter McNamara. A 
selection of the best Australian SF stories of the 1990s. Authors include: Damien 
Broderick, Terry Dowling, Simon Brown, Sean Williams, Lucy Sussex, Leanne Frahm, 
Geoffrey Maloney, and others. Introduction by Peter McNamara. ISBN 0958658374, RRP 
$24.95. 

 

Backlist 

The Man Who Lost Red by Terry Dowling. Second edition with a bibliography correct to 
mid 2003. The title novella won the Ditmar Award for Best Australian short SF, and 
‘Scaring the Train’, which is also included here, was reprinted in both the Datlow & 
Windling, and the Stephen Jones best of the year anthologies. A small classic of the field 
in Australia. ISBN 0646214918, RRP $15.95. 

Immaterial: Ghost Stories by Robert Hood. A surreal world of darkness and regret that 
‘finds humanity in the blackest of shadows’, (Sean Williams). From ‘one of this country’s 
leading horror writers’. (Aurealis) ‘Robert Hood is Australia’s master of dark fantasy, 
seducing the reader with stories that are lavishly grim and rife with a quirky, 
unpredictable inventiveness.’ (Sean Williams) ISBN 0958658366, RRP $19.95. 

Epiphanies of Blood by Bill Congreve. A powerful collection of six vampire tales. Simon 
Brown wrote of ‘Death of Heroes’: ‘a superb novella’ (Eidolon website) Ellen Datlow 
reprinted ‘Death of Heroes’ on the Event Horizon website, and listed three other stories 
as honourable mentions in the prestigious Year’s Best Fantasy & Horror anthology series. 
ISBN 0958658315, RRP $16.95. 

Borderline by Leanne Frahm. A collection of science fiction from one of Australia’s best-
loved writers of the fantastic. The title novella won the Aurealis Award for Best 
Australian SF story of the Year. ISBN 0958658307, RRP $11.95. 

Bonescribes: Year’s Best Australian Horror, 1995 Edited by Bill Congreve & Robert Hood. 
An anthology of the best horror of 1995, including an award-winning essay on the 
history of Australian horror. Authors include Carmel Bird, Garry Disher, Stephen 
Dedman and Leanne Frahm. ‘One of the most important books of the year, as 
substantial as it is confronting.’ (Van Ikin, Sydney Morning Herald ) ISBN 0958658358, 
RRP $12.95. 

The following titles are also available from MirrorDanse: 

Southern Blood, Edited by Bill Congreve. Australia’s premier horror anthology. ISBN 
0958073902, RRP $19.95. 

Blue Silence, by Michelle Marquardt. George Turner prize-winning SF novel. ISBN 
1863252517. RRP $17.95. 

For further details, or to read sample stories and interviews, please see our website: 
www.tabula-rasa.info/MirrorDanse/ 


